
SAME SEX ADOPTION ESSAY EXAMPLE

Same-Sex Adoption Essay example. Words4 Pages. Change the World Imagine that you are with the person of your
dreams. They are smart, sweet.

We often hear in society that gay families effect children and often cause the child to become gay; another
claim is that children have a harder time developing because they lack a mother or father figure in the family
structure. If these things are being met, whether the parents of the child are a man and a woman, two men, or
two woman, then who is to say that their relationship is a wrong atmosphere for a child to be in? It is the job
of a parent to raise and sustain youth until they are able to stand alone. In , Florida passed a civil rights
ordinance making sexual orientation discrimination illegal in Dade County. The laws of most states permit an
unmarried person to be an adopted parent. Introduction In recent years, there has been an increase in same-sex
couples applying to adopt children at both infancy and from the foster care system. Adoption is also common,
and recently use of IVF has been on the rise. If a female and another female are inmate it is considered
arousing however, if those same woman want to make a commitment to each other it is then deemed
unacceptable On the other hand what happens to a girl child reared by gay fathers without a responsible
mother in the house? Parker, Jeff. Children chatter excitedly to themselves as their fathers bring out the cases
of fireworks bought from the local grocery store. This will be against his right as he or she did not choose to
be raised in that particular kind of a set up Andryszewski, Same-sex couples cannot be able to procreate. They
are fully functioning members in the society and should be granted their rights. Gay and lesbian couples may
sometimes opt to bring a child into their lives through conception and birth as well. But this process is not an
easy one, there are many steps to go through. The only adjustment that may be different between the two
marriages is the parenting behaviors. Donaldson Adoption Institute,  To date, not one study of such adoptive
families shows any negative outcome for any member of those families. Little research purports to
demonstrate these risks, and scholars widely condemn those few as misinterpreting and misrepresenting
sociological research. In order to construct this, this essay will discuss positions in favor of and against gay
marriage. The legal position is that it recognizes same-sex marriage among adults with more than 16 or 18
years. Our current society has many definitions of family that exist beyond the traditional mother-father-child
dynamic. I have always believed that everyone should be treated equally, and I? However, there are people in
this world who believe family should be limited to parents of opposite genders. More recently, the American
Academy of Pediatrics released a policy statement endorsing not only adoptions by gay men and lesbians but
also adoptions by same-sex couples, asserting that children who are born to, or adopted by, one member of a
same-sex couple deserve the security of two legally recognized parents. A child who has been brought up in a
same-sex union will lack the initial know how of his or her role when it comes to matters of procreation. This
can create tension and challenge in family life going back and forth from one parent to another. Adoption
helps mothers who cannot have children, for mothers who cannot take care of their child, and for the child to
be in a better environment than what he or she was in. Many believe legalizing marriage for same-sex couples
would not only change the meaning of marriage, but change society all together Allowing same-sex couples to
adopt is a powerful step towards success and it helps in many ways, which is why same-sex couples should be
able to adopt It is designed to screen out those individuals who are not qualified to adopt or e foster parents,
for whatever reason. Applied Developmental Science, 14 3 ,  Championing for same-sex couples adoption
Protagonists argue that children raised by same-sex couples have an open mind foundation. To confront this
problem states must realize that adoption to homosexuals is a great opportunity, not by just giving children
homes, but also allowing them to experience the lifestyle that same-sex patents present.


